ICC FURNITURE ITEMS FOR SALE

1. 50 x 30  Solid oak (mauve color) coffee table with chair and 2-person seat. $30

2. 72 x 36  Conference table (without chairs). $25

3. 60 x 30  Table with metal legs. Number of these 3. $10 each
4. 36 x 36 Oak square table. $5

5. 2 Kenmore Refrigerators (no freezer) Model #253.60721008. $100 each
6. **48 x 24 Computer table/desk. $25**

7. **Red chair (Sled style, no wheels) number of these 16. $10 each**

8. **72 x 36 Oak table with base that is 28 x 24. $25**
9. Side chair. Number of these 9. $5 each

10. 31 x 27\(\frac{1}{2}\) Oak cabinet with 5 slide out shelves (height 45”). $25

11. Tan couch and 2 chairs. $40
12. Chairs........number of these 5.  $10 each

13. 30 x 60 coffee table.......number of these 4.  $20 each

14. Bretford laptop charging cart, 36 stations.  $150
15. 69½ x 29½  Wood table with metal legs.  $15

16. Green metal/plastic chairs.  $15

17. 18 x 13½  Stool.....number of these 5.  $5 each
18. Wall shelving (two kinds)......7 shelves. $5

19. And 2 shelves. $5

20. Table chairs (mauve), no wheels......number of these 4. $10 each
21. 48” Round, metal leg table. $10

22. 72 x 24 Computer table, metal with laminate top......number of these 3. $5 each

23. 72 x 24 Tables (Gray, cluster of 3 shown)......number of these 28. $5 each
24. 36 x 24  Table (matches tables above #28)........number of these 2.  $10 each

25. 60 x 24  Table (off-white).  $10

26. 48 x 26  Oak table  $5
27. Chairs........number of these 24 (burnt orange) 21 (mauve). $5.00 each

28. Chair with wheels (mauve) $5
29. 4-Drawer File Cabinet  $10